
FACETIME WAVE
Classroom Furniture

®



COMFORT THAT INSPIRES LEARNING

Better comfort improves student concentration. The unique design of 
FaceTime Wave offers all the proper curves to enhance ergonomic comfort 
and support superior functionality. Its passive flexing chair back promotes 
movement that leads to better attentiveness and learning retention. Curved 
worksurfaces increase belly room. Cantilever designs ease ingress/
egress and result in a reduced footprint and greater classroom density.
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DURABILITY THAT PASSES EVERY TEST

Engineered to withstand tough classroom use, FaceTime Wave exceeds 
industry durability standards. Elliptical tubing provides superior frame 
strength. Lightweight, textured poly seat shells resist scratching, fading, 
chipping or denting and have a smooth, ribless back for easy cleaning. The 
result is classroom furniture that gives years of low-maintenance service.
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Seat ing Desking Worksurface

STATEMENT OF LINE

FaceTime Wave classroom furniture includes seating and desking in a 
wide variety of styles and sizes and in dozens of color options.

Full size seating is available in all-poly, with upholstered seat or upholstered 
seat and back. Task chair and task stool are available with arms. 

Seating accessories include wire book rack on stack chairs. 

Chair dolly available for 4-leg and cantilever chairs. On a dolly, 4-leg chairs stack 10 high 
and cantilever chairs stack 7 high. On the floor, all chair styles stack from 3 to 8 high.

Desking is offered in fixed and adjustable heights with laminate or hard plastic worksurfaces.  
Desking accessories include plastic book box, wire book basket or chrome book bag hook. 

OPTIONS

FACETIME WAVE SEATING

FACETIME WAVE DESKING

Cantilever Chair

Book Rack

Cantilever 
Desk

Book Box

Trapezoid 
Desk

Task Chair

Hard Plastic

Double-Entry
Desk

4-Leg Chair

Dolly

Cantilever
Sit/Stand Desk

Café Stool

Book Bag Hook

Tripod Desk

Task Stool

Laminate

4-Leg Chair 
with Casters

Book Basket

4-Leg Desk
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